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1 Preface 

1.1 Introduction 

This project was done in collaboration with Memento Payments. Memento Payments 

provides a leading digital wallet experience - empowering banks and other financial 

institutions to accelerate their all-around payment solutions. They help financial 

institutions become relevant in their customer’s everyday life by offering a modern digital 

wallet for people on the go. Memento makes all-around payments intuitive, efficient and 

social. They are known for an app named Kass, a fintech mobile application solution they 

developed for Íslandsbanki, that helps people send and receive money at ease. Recently, 

Íslandsbanki deployed Memento’s money-pool platform to Kass, which allows users to 

create money pools for others to chip in, privately or publicly. Memento was awarded 

“Best of Show” at Finovate Europe 2017 for demoing the company’s digital wallet 

platform. Memento also won the App of the Year 2016 for Kass, awarded by the Icelandic 

Web Awards. 

1.2 Project goal 

Credit cards have been an essential part of the community for a very long time and are 

up to some point, a burden to bear. But with the increased case of people carrying 

smartphones everywhere, credit cards should not be a necessity anymore since 

smartphones can replace them. Furthermore, there are plenty of loyalty systems out there 

where customers are rewarded for making payments to a company, but those loyalty 

systems are seldom a direct part of the payment process. 

The goal of this project is; to make a payment gateway with an integrated loyalty system. 

The project is therefore twofold. Firstly, the payment gateway, which is mainly a data 

transfer between a customer and a company’s point of sale using low energy Bluetooth 

technology. Secondly, the loyalty system, a reward mechanism on top of the payment 

process.  
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1.3 Description 

The platform enables people to make payments using their smart devices (phone or 

tablet). A company employee initiates a payment process by specifying an amount which 

will be sent over to a low energy Bluetooth chip.  The employee then waits for a customer 

to place his/her device on the chip. Once that happens, the customer will receive 

instructions to complete the payment process. As soon as the payment is successful, the 

loyalty system rewards the customer appropriately, using predefined conditions set by 

each individual company. Technical details of the payment process are described in 

chapter three. 

The loyalty system rewards customers for making payments to a participating company. 

Companies define ranks, and for each of them, a benchmark. Their customers will then 

have one rank assigned to them, which decides how much of each payment the user is 

rewarded with in the form of credit. A benchmark specifies how much customers need to 

spend to get appointed to that rank, for that specific. The customers can then use their 

cumulative loyalty credit, at the company in question, to pay, if it is enough to cover the 

entire payment.  

Here’s an example setup of the loyalty system for a company: 

Table 1: Example of loyalty settings for a company. 

Rank Loyalty Benchmark 

Bronze 2% 0 kr. 

Silver 4% 20.000 kr. 

Gold 8% 40.000 kr. 
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Throughout the report, we will use the following denotations: 

Table 2: Notation used throughout the system to reference different application of the system. 

Denotation Description 

Sales app The app companies use for the payment process.  

Customer app The app used by the everyday user. 

Management 
interface 

A web app where company moderators log in to manage their 
company. 

 

1.4 Definitions 

Below are definitions that will be used throughout the report and will be listed for easy 

reference and to avoid confusion when the terms are encountered. 

• API: The RESTful application programming interface that was implemented in the 

programming language GO. 

• JS: References the programming language JavaScript. 

• BLE: The Bluetooth low energy chip from a company called Blue Access ("Blue 

Access - Tap to pay", 2018). 

• VS: Visual Studio. It will be used in the context of either Visual Studio Team 

Services or Visual Studio Code which is the main code editor used by the 

development team. 

• VSTS: Visual Studio Team Services 

• UI: User interface 

• UX: User experience 

• AWS: Amazon Web Services 

• CI: Continuous integration 

• WIP: Work in progress 
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• DTO: Data transfer object, which represents entity models in the database but only 

contain values that are useful to the user. 

• Sales locations: One of company’s point of sale location. 

• Unit: One of the following: 

o Customer app 

o Sales app 

o Management interface 

o API 

• Platform: All the four units combined. 

1.5 Hours 

When the entire project hours have been summarized, including brainstorming, design, 

programming and testing, the total amount is 1200-1500 hours total. That means each 

member should deliver around 300-375 hours. 

1.6 Final product 

Memento Payments owns the entire artifact which consists of the following units:  

• A React Native customer app used to make payments, view and utilize their loyalty 

credit.  

• A point of sales application implemented in Swift, which will be a minimalistic 

implementation and its entire purpose is to get a complete picture of the project. 

Services such as Microsoft Navision will eventually replace it.   

• A RESTful API developed in Go with documentation accessible on the world wide 

web. 

• A Postgres database hosted on Amazon Relational Database Service. 

• A React web application which will be used by company administrators to manage 

their company on the platform. 
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2 Project Setup 

2.1 Introduction 

This section provides an overview of the project and the development process. It covers 

the Scrum framework, the facilities where the development was done, documentation of 

the units, coding conventions, the language of the system and some acronyms used in 

the report. 

2.2 Scrum 

A product backlog was used to keep track of the requirements, and it was prioritized 

according to what value they brought to the final product. These requirements were set 

up as user stories and further broken into tasks. Each user story was estimated in story 

points which directly reflected how long the requirement should have taken in 

development. The development team used sprints, to maximize performance, where the 

requirements with the highest priority were selected into the sprint backlog. The team 

used a term from the Scrum framework called capacity to determine how much could be 

achieved in a single sprint.  

After each sprint, a variation of a standup meeting and retrospective was held, where the 

team looked at what was finished in the sprint, what should be done in the next sprint and 

how the overall progress of the project was going. These meetings were not documented 

and were only used as a tool to create a flow of communication within the development 

team and speed up the overall development process. 

2.2.1 Capacity 

The capacity of the team determines how much the team can potentially achieve in a 

given sprint. To begin with, it was decided to have a roughly 10-hour work week for each 

team member per sprint. The work hours varied from one week to another and were open 

for re-evaluation which was done after sprint nine. Initially, two weekdays were set up to 

be required to attend to, Mondays from 2 pm and onwards, and Thursdays from 8 am to 

2 pm. 
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As each team member had other projects that required their attention, the development 

process was split into three phases, each having different amounts of total hours. This 

summary can be seen in table three. 

Table 3: The 3 phases of the project 

# Phase Hours/Week 

1 Twelve weeks course 10 

2 Final exams 0 

3 Three weeks course 60+ 

 

These hours combined over the entire semester sum up to over 300 hours for each 

member of the team which is sufficient to achieve the estimation made in chapter 1.4. 

As previously stated, each user story was broken into story points, so the team needed to 

transform hours into story points. The team used planning poker (Cohn, 2018) on 

requirements one and two. These stories were broken into subtasks, where each task 

was estimated in hours. This can be seen in table four. 

Table 4: Breaking down two user stories 

Nr. Description Story Points Tasks Hours 

1 
I want to sign in to 
personalize the data I see. 

12 

Set up authentication middleware for the 
API 

16 

Design the UI 10 

Create the endpoint in the API 6 

Connect the API call to the app. 5 

2 

I want to view the loyalty 
status for each respective 
company I do business 
with. 

8 

Connect the API call to the app 5 

Display the information received from the 
API 

10 
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By summing up the total hours and dividing them by the total amount of story points as 

seen in table four, we get an approximated story point value of 2.6 hours which was 

rounded up to a total of three hours per story point. These calculations can be seen in 

table five. 

Table 5: Calculation of story-points/hours ratio 

Total story points Total Hours  Story Point 

20 52 hours 2.6 hours 

 

2.2.2 Scrum roles 

Each member of the team has a certain Scrum role. The roles for this project can be seen 

in table six. 

Table 6: Scrum roles in the project 

Name Role 

Arnar Jónsson Product owner 

Sverrir Sigurðsson Scrum master 

Steinar Freyr Kristinsson Developer 

Gunnar Torfi Steinarsson Developer 

Sigurður Gunnar Njálsson Developer 

 

The product owner is the stakeholder of the project. His role is to guide and advise the 

team on their way towards the final version of the project.  

The Scrum master’s duties were to ensure the team stays up to date with Visual Studio 

Team Services, by updating tasks, bugs and keeping the task board active and updated 

at all times. This is, of course, a joint effort, but he took a leading role to ensure that all 

went according to Scrum's best practices. He also took a leading role in the sprint 
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standup meetings that were held at the beginning of each sprint. Finally, he ensured the 

team had every resource they needed and could work without any distractions hindering 

the progress of the project. The scrum master split his role as 30/70%, with the majority 

of time spent as a developer. 

2.2.3 Scrum frameworks 

Visual Studio Team Services was used to organize the product backlog and maintain the 

requirements of the project. User stories were set up as features, and each feature was 

broken into one or more tasks. In each sprint, a feature with the highest priority that fit 

the teams’ capacity was selected into the sprint. After a feature was selected and there 

were more story points available to fit the team’s capacity, more features were added 

until this condition was met. Visual Studio Team Services also has a feature for bug report 

handling and assignment of tasks to different members, which helped distribute tasks. 

Furthermore, VSTS was used for hosting the Git repositories which allowed easy tagging 

of commits to tasks. 

2.3 Project responsibilities 

It was decided that for each unit of the project, a certain team member was responsible 

for a successful handoff of that unit. That member was not solely responsible for 

developing that unit but was however responsible for reviewing and accepting all pull 

requests to maximize the robustness of the development process and to minimize the 

number of bugs. 

Table 7: Project responsibilities 

Name Unit responsibility 

Sverrir Sigurðsson API 

Steinar Freyr Kristinsson API 

Gunnar Torfi Steinarsson Customer/Sales App (React Native) 

Sigurður Gunnar Njálsson Management (React) 
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2.4 Development roles 

It was decided to assign a unit of the project to each team member that he mainly worked 

on throughout the project. This was by no means a restriction; each team member was 

always able to choose a task from another unit if he wanted. 

Table 8: Development roles 

Name Mainly working on 

Sverrir Sigurðsson Customer/API 

Steinar Freyr Kristinsson API 

Gunnar Torfi Steinarsson API/Customer/Sales 

Sigurður Gunnar Njálsson Management interface 

 

2.5 Facilities 

Most of the work was done in an office at the headquarters of Memento Payments, at 

Bolholt 4, 105 Reykjavík. The team members' personal computers were used but 

Memento provided the team with some displays. 

2.6 Documentation 

The API was documented extensively to make the handoff to a future developer as 

smooth as possible. The API used Swagger and Gitbook for automatic deployment from 

code comments to Markdown and web documentation.  Meanwhile, a database schema 

was created to describe how the database is setup and how tables associate with one 

another. This schema can be seen in image 1. For the React and React Native projects 

the team adapted to the term “Don’t state the obvious” and documented using comments, 

wherever it was necessary. 
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2.7 Code style 

The programming languages used in the project are Javascript and Go. For the JS part, 

the team used ESLint and a plugin called Prettier for Visual Studio Code which will ensure 

consistency between team members. 

Go's strict coding conventions were followed to the fullest extent. The team used Go's 

plugin for Visual Studio Code, GOLint and GoFMT. In Go, it is not a matter of style, it is a 

matter of syntax. 

2.8 Language 

All written artifacts that were handed in with the system were written in English. This 

includes but is not limited to; the final report, the user handbooks, the developer manual, 

the documentation and the code comments. However, all frontend units are in Icelandic 

but were implemented using language files. These language files consist of all strings 

that are presented to the user, which allows for a comfortable transition to another 

language.  
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3 Technical Environment 

3.1 Introduction 

In this section, the technical environment that was used in the project will be discussed. 

As previously described the product consists of five units, two mobile applications, a 

database, a RESTful API and a management web application. The finer details of each 

unit will now be looked into more extensively and third-party frameworks will be listed. 

The testing environment will be described and finally a summary of how the whole system 

works together as a whole. 

3.2 Entities 

3.2.1 Database layer 

Postgres was used as the primary database, with emphasis on elementary security as it 

is not a priority in this project. Below is the schema of the database. 

 

Image 1: Database schema 
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3.2.2 RESTful API 

The API was written in Go, using a framework called Gin. The reason behind choosing Go 

as the main backend programming language is mainly the infrastructure that Memento 

Payments already has. 

3.2.3 View and DTO Models 

The GORM or Go Object-Relational Mapping was used to map between the database and 

the API. Entity models were created on the API side and migrated into the database. 

Likewise, with all useful APIs these entities models should never be exposed outside of 

the API. That is why all changes entering the API come from view models and all 

information leaving the API exit as DTO models. That way it was easy to control what the 

user can see and modify. 

3.2.4 Sales application 

The sales application was written in the programming language Swift which is only 

available for iOS devices. The app is very minimalistic, and its sole purpose is to receive 

and process payments from customers. This is the only unit of the platform that can 

create payments.  

To dive into some technical infrastructure of this app, below is a list of 

frameworks/coding patterns used: 

• Alamofire, an HTTP networking library written in Swift. 

• ObjectMapper for converting model objects to and from JSON. 

• Carthage for managing dependencies. 

• Keychain, a secure storage for sensitive information. 

• Delegate/protocol design patterns. 

• Singleton design patterns. 
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3.2.5 Customer application 

The customer application is a cross-platform solution that was written in JS using React 

Native from Facebook which allows developers to create native mobile applications. It 

also allows developers to create components from native code that can then be used in 

the JavaScript code.   

Blue Access only has native SDKs for iOS and Android and bridges for communication 

between those frameworks using JavaScript. It might sound like it was a "plug-and-play" 

situation, but it was not. Initially, it was decided to implement support for iOS and then 

look into Android. During that process, a lot of issues were encountered that took a lot of 

time to solve. For that reason, it was decided not to support Android. 

3.2.6 Management interface 

The management interface is a powerful tool that allow companies to customize the 

loyalty system to match their requirements. The company administrator can create and 

modify ranks, add new sales locations, manually add loyalty points to customers, change 

a customer rank and more, which makes this a strong tool for a business to have at its 

disposal. Furthermore, the interface provides an overview of the loyalty system for each 

company. Each company can see informative information about the operation of the 

company such as; transactions made at each of the sales locations and an overview of 

customers loyalty status and rank.  

ReactJS powers the interface and like other components in the project and was hosted 

using AWS. The website design was styled using SASS, Flexbox, and Bootstrap. 
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3.3 Version control 

As stated earlier, VSTS was used for version control. However, the API's Git repository 

was hosted on GitHub due to lack of support for Travis CI on VSTS. That decision made 

it possible to create a seamless CI mechanism to automatically deploy the API to AWS if 

all tests passed. 

For all the Git repositories there were mainly two branches, a master branch, and a 

development branch. The master branch always had a deployable artifact in every 

commit. That ensured when deploying a new version, it was easy to rollback to an earlier 

commit if issues were encountered. The development branch was a child of the master 

branch. When developing new features, feature branches were checked out from the 

development branch. Once the feature was ready to be merged into the development 

branch, a pull request was created and later reviewed by the developer responsible for 

that unit. Once a new version was ready to be deployed, a new pull request was created 

from the developer branch into the master branch. A diagram of this setup can be seen 

in image 2. 

 

Image 2: ("Gitflow Workflow | Atlassian Git Tutorial", 2018) 
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Image 3: The continuous deployment process for the API. 

3.4 Pipeline and Continuous Integration 

Image three shows the pipeline/process used for the API deployment and how GitHub, 

AWS CodeDeploy, Amazon S3 and Travis CI communicate with each other to deploy the 

latest commit. 
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3.5 Documentation 

Documentation has been briefly mentioned earlier in this report, but here , the 

technicalities of it will be looked at in more detail. 

3.5.1 Swagger 

To generate documentation for the API, Swagger was used. For each new endpoint 

created in the API, structured comments were made with specific fields such as title, 

parameters, success, failure, resource and so on. These comments are then parsed and 

used by Swagger to generate markdown documentation. 

The only drawback of Swagger was poor feedback when Swagger encountered errors. It 

often took the developers quite some time to figure out the faults causing the error. The 

best way to fight this was to run swagger every time after making changes to the 

documentation. 

3.5.2 Gitbook 

The markdown generated by swagger was customized and sorted into appropriate 

folders with a custom-made python script. Afterwards, Gitbook was used on the 

generated folders to produce a web documentation. 

3.5.3 Putting it all together 

Finally, scripts were created to run both Swagger and Gitbook to generate the 

documentation, which saved the developers a lot of time. The front-end developers used 

the documentation for instructions on using the API. The back-end developers only 

needed to write appropriate comments to document the endpoints and as a result, spent 

less time explaining things for the front-end develops. The API documentation can be 

found here: https://siggnja.github.io/fedgarnir-api/ 

 

https://siggnja.github.io/fedgarnir-api/
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3.5.4 Continuous delivery for documentation 

After changing the documentation, the scripts mentioned above were ran to generate the 

documentation. Once the changes were pushed on to the master branch the 

documentation was continuously delivered.  
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3.6 Technical details 

The API has the following five resources and three authentication methods. Each 

authenticated endpoint goes through a middleware which either lets through valid 

requests or rejects invalid requests. All the requests to the API were then logged in a log 

file so the traffic could be monitored. 

 

Resource Authentication 

/auth No authentication 

/admin Admin authentication 

/c Customer authentication 

/m Sales and management authentication 

/s Sales and management authentication 

 

For all authentications, excluding admin, a user can only be logged in to one device at a 

time. Once logged in, the user is automatically logged out on other devices. That decision 

was made for security reasons. 

3.6.1 Customer authentication 

The customer issues a POST request to /auth/sendSMS, including his/her phone number 

(only Icelandic phone numbers are supported). Then, the API randomly generates a six 

digits verification code which is stored in the database and sent as a text message, using 

Twilio, to the phone number. Next, the customer issues another POST request to 

/auth/verifySMS, including the phone number and the verification sent via SMS. If that 

data matches the one previously stored in the database, an access token is generated 

from the received information, along with a timestamp. It is then attached to the user and 

sent as a response.  
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Later, for each incoming request from a customer, the phone number, the verification 

code, and the timestamp can be claimed using the access token. Since the phone number 

is unique, the API can correctly identify the user that made the request. 

3.6.2 Sales and management authentication 

The sales app and management authentication work similar to the customer one, but the 

API uses the company administrator’s username and password to generate the access 

token. 

3.6.3 Admin authentication 

The only way to create a company or a company moderator is with an admin 

authorization. The only way to be authorized as an admin is to provide a secret access 

token with the request. 
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3.7 A typical payment process 

Below is a typical use case of the payment mechanism where all components of the 

system take part (except the management website).  

Before the payment process is described, it is worth 

noting that during the customers signup, he/she 

chooses a PIN number that will be used to verify 

payments whose amount is over a certain threshold. 

Once the signup process is finished, the PIN is 

encrypted and stored in iOS's Keychain. Note that if the 

platform would support Android as well, Realm, which supports encryption for both 

platforms, would be used to store the PIN. 

As stated earlier, a company's point of sales location app initiates the payment process 

by specifying an amount and then sends it to the Blue Access reader, which waits for an 

incoming connection from a customer. 

 

Once a customer places his/her 

device on the reader, three entities 

are transferred through the reader. 

The customer app sends the sales 

app his/her user ID, which the sales 

app will later use to create the 

transaction. The sales app sends 

two things to the customer app, the sales location ID, which the customer app will use to 

fetch information about the company in question, and a key/secret that is randomly 

generated for each transaction. That will be sent back and forth to verify the authenticity 

of the transaction.   

Image 4: First step 

Image 5: Second step 
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At this point, the customer app 

has displayed a modal window 

containing information about 

the requested payment. The 

customer is presented with a 

few options.  

Firstly he/she can approve or 

decline the payment. If the choice is to decline, the sales app will be notified but if the 

choice is to approve one of two things can happen;  

1. The payment amount is above a certain threshold; then the customer is asked to 

authorize the payment using his/her PIN number that was chosen during the 

signup process. However, if the customer's device has support for biometric 

authentication, such as fingerprint sensors or facial recognition, that will be used 

to fetch the PIN number from the Keychain storage. 

2. The payment amount is below that threshold; nothing further needs to be done on 

the customer's side. 

 

Secondly, the customer is presented with the option to use his/her loyalty credit, if and 

only if it is enough to cover the whole payment. All this information; the PIN, the option to 

use credit and approval/declination is sent over to the sales app that will communicate 

with the API and try to create the payment. Note that the customer app also sends back 

the key/secret that the sales application generated. If it doesn’t match the one the sales 

application generated, no API calls will be made. 

  

Image 6: Third step 
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If the customer declines the 

payment, the sales app won't 

do anything except display 

an error message stating 

that the customer declined. 

But if the customer approved 

the payment, the sales app 

will issue a request to the 

API. The API first checks if the PIN matches the one stored in the database (This 

comparison is done on the API level for security reasons). Then it checks if the customer 

can process the payment using his/her credit card or enough loyalty points if that is the 

choice. If those requirements are fulfilled, the API responds with a successful response, 

otherwise an error with appropriate status code and error message. That success/failure 

is sent over to the customer which displays that information to the customer. 

It is worth noting that the customer app doesn’t need a network connection to make 

payments with the company since the sales app makes all the API calls. 

  

Image 7: Fourth and last step 
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4 Product backlog 

4.1 Introduction 

This section starts off by describing the possible user groups of the system. Following 

that, the requirements of the system are listed and prioritized according to which have 

highest estimated value to the product. The requirements were split into functional, non-

functional and documentative. 

4.2 User groups 

The platform is quite complex and consists of multiple units, therefore, listing and 

describing possible users of the platform proved helpful in design the UI and UX. These 

users can be split into four different groups which, are described in Table 9. 

Table 9: User groups 

# User group Description 
Computer 
knowledge 

Platform unit 

A Customers 
These are the users of our customer 
application. 

Everything 
from beginner 
to expert 

Customer 
application 

B 
Sales location 
employees 

These are the users of our sales 
application, which will issue transaction 
requests. 

Everything 
from beginner 
to expert 

Sales 
application 

C 
Company 
administrators 

These are some type of superiors from each 
company that use the management interface. 

Intermediate 
to expert 

Management 
interface 

D 
Memento 
employees 

These are employees from Memento, which 
are assigned to maintaining all units of the 
system, as well as creating companies and 
company administrators. 

Expert All 
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4.3 Functional requirements 

4.3.1 Briefing 

Tables 10 and 11 describes the colors used to describe the current state of the 

requirement and what each respective number in the priority column represents to the 

final product. 

Table 10: Describes the meaning of the colors in the requirement list below. 

Color Meaning 

 Finished 

 In-progress 

 Work not started 

 

 
Table 11: Describes the priority number used in the requirement list below. 

Priority Description 

1 Essential for the final product, each added a huge value to the final product. 

2 
Extra requirements that were not essential but would add some value to the final 
product. 

3 Nice to have requirements but the value added would be minimal. 

 

4.3.2 Requirement list 

 
Table 12: Functional requirement list 

Nr. 
User 
group 

Functionality 
from 

Description Priority 
Story 
Points 

1 A Customer/API I want to sign in to personalize the data I see. 1 12 

2 A Customer/API 
I want to view the loyalty status for each 
respective company I do business with. 

1 8 

3 A Customer/API 
I want to receive transaction requests and see 
relevant information so that I know the amount 
being charged is correct. 

1 12 

4 A Customer/API 
I want to view past transactions performed to get 
a better sense of my financial behavior. 

1 8 

5 A Customer/API 
I want to add a card to my account to manage 
how payments are processed. 

1 12 
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6 A Customer/API 
I want to manage my cards so that I can change 
my active card in case I need to. 

1 4 

7 A Customer/API 
I want to upload a picture of myself to personalize 
the application experience. 

3 12 

8 A Customer/API 
I want to edit my personal information in case 
something was incorrectly entered during sign up. 

1 8 

9 A Customer 
I want to authorize payments with fingerprint 
sensor or facial recognition, so I do not have to  
enter my pin each time. 

3 8 

10 A Customer 
I want to be notified if the loyalty system of some 
company I do business with is altered to be better 
informed of where I should do business. 

3 16 

11 A Customer/API 
I want to see transaction details with more 
information regarding loyalty rewarded and 
location of transaction. 

2 4 

12 B Sales/API 
I want to issue a request for a payment of a 
specific amount. 

1 20 

13 B Sales/API 
I want to be updated with information about the 
success of a transaction. 

1 12 

14 B Sales 
I want to notify the customer app with information 
regarding the status of a transaction. 

1 16 

15 B Sales/API 
I want to be able to log in to the application to link 
a transaction with the company I work for. 

1 4 

16 B Sales/API 
I want to see a list of sales locations to be able to 

pick the appropriate one. 
1 4 

17 C Management/API 
I want to create new sales locations to categorize 
the usage of the system. 

1 8 

18 C Management/API 
I want to edit sales locations to reflect change in 
the company. 

2 4 

19 C Management/API 
I want to sign in to see information relevant to my 
company. 

1 12 

20 C Management/API 
I want 2-factor authentication to better secure my 
account. 

3 16 

21 C Management/API 
I want to see the loyalty point status of all 
customers, so I can observe user behavior and 
grasp the scope of usage. 

1 8 

22 C Management/API 
I want to change the loyalty percentage reward 
that each customer gets to be able to better serve 
the needs to my customers. 

1 8 

23 C Management/API 
I want to view usage behavior in informative 
graphs and pies. 

2 12 

24 C Management/API 
I want to be able to change my password for 
increased security. 

1 4 

25 C Management/API 
I want to see all transactions made at my sales 
locations. 

1 8 
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26 C Management/API 
I want to be able to filter transactions with respect 
to sales locations. 

2 8 

27 C Management/API 
I want to be able to extensively filter transactions 
by e.g. amount and date. 

2 8 

28 C Management/API 
I want to get a list of all users and their transaction 
history. 

1 12 

29 A/B Sales/Customer Encrypt data that goes through BLE. 2 20 

30 C Customer 
I want to be able to pay for products purchased at 
the sales location. 

1 12 

31 C Management/API 
I want to be able to create a new rank where I can 
personalize the name, benchmark and loyalty 
rewarded. 

2 12 

32 C Management/API I want to be able to edit a previously created rank. 2 4 

33 C Management/API 
I want to be able to remove a previously created 
rank. 

2 6 

34 C Management/API I want to be able make an active rank inactive. 2 6 

35 C Management/API I want to be able to make an inactive rank active. 2 6 

36 C Management/API 
I want to be able to make the changes made to an 
active rank public. 

2 4 

50 C Management/API 
I want to be able to upload an image which the 
customer sees in the customer application. 

2 8 

51  B Customer/API 
I want to be able view how much loyalty I am 
rewarded if I were to shop at a sales location. 

2 4 

52 B Customer/API 
I want to be able to view what loyalty rank I am in 
for a given company and what is the benchmark 
for the next rank. 

2 8 

53 B Customer/API 
I want to be able to get informative information on 
how exactly this loyalty system works. 

2 4 

54 B Customer/API 
I want to be able to view all ranks that a given 
company has. 

2 8 

55 C Management/API 
I want to be able to update a customer to a 
custom rank. 

2 8 

56 C Management/API 
I want to be able to manually add credit to a 
customer. 

2 8 

45 N/A API 
All pull request on the master branch should run 
unit tests and if they pass it should be 
automatically deployed. 

2 20 

57 B Customer 
I want 2-factor authentication to better secure my 
account. 

2 12 
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4.4 Non-functional requirements 

Table 13: Non-functional requirements 

Nr. Tag Description Priority 

31 API 
Clear documentation of API to make frontend 
development easy. 

1 

32 API Keep latency of requests below 250ms. 1 

33 Customer 
Make components and modules very independent to 
increase reusability. 

1 

34 Customer/Management 
Keep components general so they can be reused 
throughout the different platforms. 

2 

35 API Backend has over 80% code coverage. 2 

36 Database 
Document the database for easy handoff to future 
developers of the project. 

2 

37 Security 
Emphasize security when it required, e.g. to store 
credit card information. 

3 

38 Security/API 
All request and responses to/from the API should use 
SSL. 

3 

39 Database 
All transactions in the database should be ACID 
compliant. 

3 

40 Database Logs will be used for all database transactions. 3 

41 API 
All errors will be logged on an external cloud-based 
data storage for bug fixing and a more robust reversal 
of errors. 

3 

42 Customer/Sales/Management All input fields will be audited. 3 

43 Customer/Management 
The UX for these entities should be self-explanatory 
and require minimal effort for the user. 

1 

44 Customer/Management 

The system should be compatible with Icelandic but 
to allow an easy transition to another language e.g. 
English by using language files for string used in the 
system. 

2 

 

4.5 Documentative requirements 

Table 14: Documentative requirements 

Nr. Tag Description Priority 
Story 
Points 

46 Planning 
Discuss setup, implementation and execution of different 
components in the project. 

N/A 40 

47 Reports Reports and presentation for standup meeting one. N/A 15 

48 Reports Reports and presentation for standup meeting two. N/A 15 

49 Reports Reports and presentation for standup meeting three. N/A 40 

50 Reports Reports and presentation for final hand in. N/A 40 
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5 Design 

5.1 Introduction 

This section will outline the design of the project. The customer application was designed 

using Sketch, a proprietary vector graphics editor. It was decided that only the customer 

application would be designed with this method. The management web interface did not 

need to be as attractive as the customer app being used by the general public. The same 

can be said about the sales app as it was considered a temporary solution. 

At the start of the project, initial concepts of design were made for the three front-end 

components. These initial concepts can be seen in appendix B. 

Each section also contains a few screenshots of the final product, but the final products 

in their entirety can be seen in the three project handbooks; Customer, Sales, and 

Management. 
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Image 8: Transaction list Image 10: Settings 

Image 11: Loyalty details Image 12: Payment confirmation 
v2 

Image 9: Loyalty list 

Image 13: Payment confirmation 
v1 

5.2 Customer application 

5.2.1 Sketch design concepts 
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Image 14: Sign in Image 15: Hint Image 16: Transaction list 

Image 17: Loyalty details Image 18: Payment prompt Image 19: Payment successful 

5.2.2 Final product 
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Image 20: Sign in Image 21: Settings 

Image 22: Activate rank Image 23: Active ranks 

5.3 Management 
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Image 24: Search with two query parameters; Sverrir Egilshöll 

Image 25: Search with a single parameter: Sverrir Image 26: Loyalty standings 
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Image 27: Sign in Image 28: Sales locations Image 29: Connecting to BLE 

Image 30: Default view Image 31: Charging an 
amount of 124 kr. 

Image 32: Payment successful 

5.4 Sales application 
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6 Testing 

In this section, the testing aspect of the project will be covered. Testing is an essential 

part of software development. One of the best ways to enforce the correct functionality 

of the software is to write tests. Various testing methods were used. For the mobile 

applications, there were no excessive testing done on the functionality of the UI. So, to 

ensure the application was working correctly, most of the testing was oriented for the 

backend, that is, the API and database. 

6.1 Frontend testing 

As stated there were no automated tests for the frontend. The tests performed were more 

in regard to UX/UI and performed manually. 

6.2 Backend testing 

Go includes programs that make writing tests easy. The packages testify and httptest 

were used for comprehensive unit testing. 

6.2.1 Go testify 

Golang projects consist of packages, each package may optionally have a test file with 

the name *Packagename_test.go*. When the command "go test" is ran in the package, all 

of its tests will be executed. 

The tests are not executed sequentially in the order they are written, they are executed in 

alphabetical order. That caused some headache for the developers since some tests 

need to be executed before the others. 

6.2.2 Code coverage 

Test coverage is a term that is used to describe how well tests cover the statements in 

the code. For instance, if 90% of the statements are run, that gives coverage of 90%. 

All the tests of vital importance in this project are in the package "controllers" which holds 

all the API endpoints. There are a few other unit tests in other packages which we do not 

consider when looking at coverage. 
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The aim was set for 80% coverage and to create at least one test for each possible path 

for each endpoint, that way all possible paths are tested and not only the expected paths.  

The coverage for the project is slightly below 80%, 79.9% to be exact, according to the 

testing framework. The coverage is higher since many paths are unreachable during 

testing. These paths are the result of the database failing, hashing string fails, paths 

which are stopped by the middleware before failing, etc. 
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7 Risk analysis 

7.1 Introduction 

Risk management was tracked in a live spreadsheet. Over the course of this project, the 

spreadsheet was updated and re-estimated to better reflect the possible risks facing the 

team as the project progressed. To begin with, the team sat down and determined the 

risk factors. 

7.2 Estimation 

Each member wrote down their beliefs for each risk, both its chance and impact on a 

scale of zero to five. When everyone had finished writing, the estimates were put on the 

table for display. Most common/mean value was then determined. If there was much 

disagreement, each member justified their values and then the values were chosen again 

until a satisfying result was reached. This was effective since this is fast, fun and avoids 

anchoring. When all values had been obtained, these factors were multiplied together to 

give a total risk on a scale from zero to twenty-five. 

7.3 The risks 

Table 15 explains the eleven risks determined by the team with a short description. 

Table 15: Project risks 

Risk# Title Description 

1 
Workload in other 
courses 

Workload in other courses takes up all the time needed for the 
project. 

2 
New Technology 

 

Using new technology has a learning curve and unforeseen 
problems might be encountered. 

3 
"Does not work on 
my machine" 

With one developer using Linux, one using macOS and two using 
Windows the team is bound to encounter the "this does not work 
on my machine" problem. 

4 
Service 
unavailable 

Service is unavailable, i.e. AWS, GitHub, Twilio. 

5 Loss of code Loss of written code. 
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6 
Team member not 
present 

Team member is not present during work, could be due to 
sickness, other work, school, etc. 

7 
Estimation and 
scheduling 

Wrong time estimation or team members’ schedules do not 
align. 

8 
Productivity 
issues 

Individual/team is not productive enough. 

9 Gold plating Individuals spend too much time on a feature that is not MVP. 

10 
Blue access 
issues 

Blue Access devices have some technical issues. 

11 Unexpected bugs Developer encounters a bug. 

 

7.4 Results 

The risk analysis results in a table from the live spreadsheet and a chart. The analysis 

was done three times over the course of this project, the beginning (1st of February 2018), 

mid-semester (8th of March 2018) and after the exams (20th of April 2018). The chart was 

generated from the results of these three analysis. Most of the risks either descended or 

stayed low over the project. The anomalies were risks one and ten. Mid-semester the 

workload in other courses was having more impact than expected but after the exams it 

had no effect. Risk number ten stands out to be the most fluctuating risk. The reason is 

that Blue Access released a new SDK along with a new reader. The Blue Access part of 

both the sales application and the customer application had to be completely rewritten. 

But after those rewrites, the reader worked flawlessly. 

  



7.4.1 Analysis table 

Table 16: Risk analysis table 

Risk# Status Title 

Chance 

(1-5) 

Impact 

(1-5) Total Responsible Description Precaution Action 

Total 

01.02.18 Change 

Total 

08.03.18 Change 

Total 

20.04.18 

11 Open 
Unexpected 

bugs 
2 5 10 

Each 
developer 

Developer 
encounters a bug. 

Tell team about bugs 
and how you solved 

them. 

Fight the bug, 
if you are 

stuck ask for 

help. 

12 0 12 -2 10 

4 Open 
Service 

unavailable 
2 5 10 

Other 
systems 

Service is 
unavailable, i.e. 
AWS, GitHub, 

Twilio. 

Create mock data to 
use in case the 

service is down and 
frequent code pull. 

Use mock 
data, save 
frequently, 
work on 

different parts 
while service 

is down. 

5 5 10 0 10 

6 Open 
Team 

member not 

present 

2 4 8 Team 

Team member is 
not present during 
work, could be due 

to sickness, other 
work, school, etc. 

Comment code and 

commit often with 
describing commits so 
the code it's easy to 
inherit it, let know 
beforehand if it is 
known and take 

precaution. 

Change 
plans. 

8 2 10 -2 8 

7 Open 
Estimation 

and 
scheduling 

3 2 6 Team 

Wrong time 
estimation or team 

members’ 
schedules do not 

align. 

Overestimate rather 
than underestimate a 

task. 

Re-estimate 
and 

reschedule. 
8 0 8 -2 6 

10 Open 
Blue access 

issues 
1 5 5 Team 

Blue access device 
has some technical 

issues. 

Start early to test its 
functionality and think 

what happens if it 

doesn't work. 

Contact the 
Blue Access 

team, use 

mock data. 

15 10 25 -20 5 

9 Open Gold plating 1 5 5 Team 

Individual spends 
too much time on a 
feature that is not 

MVP. 

Always think MVP 
first. 

MVP! 16 0 16 -11 5 
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8 Open 
Productivity 

issues 
1 5 5 

Team/scrum 
master 

Individual/team is 
not productive 

enough. 

Always make sure the 
there is enough work. 

Assign new 
story points, 
ask for help. 

6 4 10 -5 5 

5 Open 
Loss of 

code 
1 5 5 Team 

Loss of written 

code. 

Use VCS (Git) and 

commit often. 

Start over 

again 
4 1 5 0 5 

3 Open 
"Does not 

work on my 
machine" 

1 2 2 
Each 

developer 

With one developer 
using Linux, one 

using macOS and 

two using Windows 
the team is bound 
to encounter the 

"this does not work 
on my machine" 

problem. 

Let other team 
members know if you 

encounter problem 
and how you solved it. 

Use Google 

to find 
solutions ask 
team mates 

etc. 

6 -4 2 0 2 

2 Closed 
New 

Technology 
0 5 0 Team 

Using new 
technology has a 

learning curve and 
unforeseen 

problems might be 

encountered. 

Read about 
functionality and test 

code before 
committing. 

Ask for help if 
you 

encounter a 
problem. 

15 -9 6 -6 0 

1 Closed 
Workload in 

other 

courses 

0 3 0 
Each 

developer 

Workload in other 
courses takes up 

all the time we 

need for the 
project. 

Attend classes, plan 
and put in work for 

assignments. 

Spend time 
outside of 
scheduled 

time on the 
project. 

12 8 20 -20 0 

 

 

  



7.4.2 Analysis chart 

 

Image 33: Risks and their respective values at the three time frames. 
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8 Project planning 

8.1 Introduction 

In this section, the progress of the project is shown. As previously stated the development 

team used sprints and the following sections will be named accordingly. For each sprint, 

there is a short description of the main tasks completed, the user stories that were in the 

sprint backlog and how many hours the team spent working. Finally, there is a sprint 

burndown chart showing the progress of each sprint with respect to the team's capacity. 

The numbers at the beginning of each requirement represent user stories in the 

requirement list. 

8.2 Sprint 1 and 2 

Date: 8th of January – 28th of January 

These two sprints, which lasted three weeks, were the initial sprints for the project and 

therefore the user stories completed in this sprint revolved more around gathering 

information and setting up the development environment. 

Hours worked by the team: 67 hours 

Table 17: Sprint backlog for sprint 1 and 2. 

User story Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
4 

Day 
8 

Day 
11 

Day 
14 

Remaining 

[47] Reports and presentation for 
standup meeting one. 

Update project 
description. 

4 0 0 0 0 0 

[46] Discuss setup, implementation 
and execution  
of different components in the 
project. 

Meeting with Blue 
Access. 

8 0 0 0 0 0 

Setup environment at 
Memento HQ. 

55 35 20 0 0 0 
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Image 34: Sprint burndown for sprint 1. 

8.3 Sprint 3 

Date: 29th of January – 4th of February 

This was the first week long sprint where the team continued their project planning by 

creating low fidelity prototypes and writing the initial drafts for the report. The teams main 

task included design report and risk analysis. Finally, the team started to work on the 

continuous integration pipeline using AWS. 

Hours worked by the team: 40.5 hours 

Table 18: Sprint backlog for sprint 3 

User story Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
3 

Day 
6 

Remaining 

[45] All pull request on the master branch 
should run unit 
tests and if they pass it should be 
automatically deployed. 

Research CI best practices for 
Go projects. 

9 0 0 0 

Try out AWS CodePipeline. 7.5 7.5 0 0 

[47] Reports and presentation for standup 
meeting one. 

Working on design report. 12 7 1 0 

Working on risk analysis report. 27 21 20 15 
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Image 35: Sprint burndown for sprint 3. 

8.4 Sprint 4 

Date: 5th of February – 11th of February 

Sprint four was extremely effective where the team finally managed to start working on 

the functional requirements. The main focus was to start working on a complete circle of 

the system which would give the team better perspective on the tasks at hand. 

Hours worked by the team: 73.5 hours 

Table 19: Sprint backlog for sprint 4 

User story Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
4 

Day 
5 

Day 
6 

Day 
7 

Remaining 

[45] All pull request on the master 
branch should run unit 
tests and if they pass it should be 
automatically deployed. 

Create Travis scripts. 22 16 10 7 3 0 

Set up AWS services, 
CodeDeploy and S3. 

8 6 5 3 0 0 

Create AWS CodeDeploy 
scripts. 

12.5 10.5 5.5 3 1 0 

[15] I want to be able to log in to 
the application. 

Create login form. 2 0 0 0 0 2 

Make API calls for login. 3 0 0 0 0 0 
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to link a transaction with the 
company I work for. 

Handle login callbacks and 
store access token. 

4 4 0 0 0 0 

[16] I want to see a list of sales 
locations  
to be able to pick the appropriate 
one. 

Make API calls to fetch 
sales locations. 

3 3 3 0 0 0 

Implement UI and display 
the sales locations. 

4 4 4 4 0 0 

[47] Reports and presentation for 
standup meeting one. 

Work on risk analysis. 15 8 8 8 0 0 

Writing, editing and fixing. 73.5 50 35.5 18 8 0 

 

 

Image 36: Sprint burndown for sprint 4. 

8.5 Sprint 5 

Date: 12th of February – 18th of February 

In sprint five the development slowed down as many non-functional requirements needed 

to be finished to able to further the progress of the project. The team worked on 

authentication middleware for the API, proper routing between management and the API 

and started looking into the Blue Access SDK. 

Hours worked by the team: 33.5 hours 
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Table 20: Sprint backlog for sprint 5 

User story Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
4 

Remaining 

[19] I want to sign in to see information relevant to 
my company. 

Design the UI. 9 3 0 

Create the API endpoint. 3 0 0 

Connect the UI to the API 
call. 

8.5 0 0 

[46] Discuss setup, implementation and execution  
of different components in the project. 

UI discussion. 3 0 0 

Prototyping. 10 4 0 

 

 

Image 37: Sprint burndown for sprint 5. 

8.6 Sprint 6 

Date: 19th of February – 25th of February 

Sprint 6, we did some improvements on the CI and started working on SSL since the 

platform handles sensitive information. We setup swagger for the API to generate 

documentation to make it easier for the customer app developers. We continued 

implementing the sales app and its interaction with Blue Access.   

Hours worked by the team: 88 hours 
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Table 21: Sprint backlog for sprint 6 

User story Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
3 

Day 
4 

Remaining 

[1] I want to sign in to personalize the 
data I see. 

Set up authentication 
middleware for the API. 

14 2 0 0 

Design the UI. 10 6 4 0 

Create the endpoint in the API. 4 4 0 8 

Connect the API call to the app. 4 0 0 4 

[46] Discuss setup, implementation and 
execution  
of different components in the project. 

Discuss implementation of SSL 
and Blue Access. 

12 12 0 0 

Discuss encryption and 
implementation. 

6 6 0 0 

Plan implementation of secret 
key. 

5 5 0 0 

[12] I want to issue a request for a 
payment of a specific amount. 

Design the UI. 5 0 0 0 

Send and receive data on the 
customer app. 

16 16 16 16 

Send and receive data on the 
sales app. 

16 16 16 16 

Establish connection to Blue 
Access. 

22 20 10 0 

 

 

Image 38: Sprint burndown for sprint 6. 
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8.7 Sprint 7 

Date: 26th of February – 4th of March 

Sprint seven was an important time in the development process where a lot of unfinished 

requirements were finally finished. The team finally managed to communicate through 

Bluetooth which was a relief after considerable effort. Furthermore, the management 

interface was now able to modify the loyalty percentage. Finally, preparation for the 

second standup meeting was completed. 

Hours worked by the team: 111 hours 

Table 22: Sprint backlog for sprint 7 

User story Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
3 

Day 
4 

Day 
5 

Day 
6 

Remaining 

[12] I want to issue a request 
for a payment of a specific 
amount. 

Send and receive data on the 
customer app. 

16 14 11 11 6 2 0 

Send and receive data on the 
sales app. 

16 18 14 14 7 3 0 

[22] I want to change the 
loyalty percentage reward that 
each 
customer get to be able to 
better serve the needs to my 
customers. 

Design the UI. 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Create the endpoint in the 
API. 

10 5 0 0 0 0 0 

Connect the API call to the 
app. 

4 4 0 0 0 0 0 

[2] I want to view the loyalty 
status for each 
respective company I do 
business with. 

Connect the API call to the 
app. 

4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Display the information 
received from the API. 

8 8 2 0 0 0 0 

[4] I want to view past 
transactions performed to get 
a better sense of my financial 
behavior. 

Create API functionality to 
receive limit and skip query 
params. 

11 11 7 2 0 0 0 

Append the new 
transactions and update the 
UI. 

4 4 4 4 0 0 0 

[48] Reports and presentation 
for standup meeting two. 

Work on the progress report. 20 16 10 6 5 3 0 
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Image 39: Sprint burndown for sprint 7. 

8.8 Sprint 8 

Date: 5th of March – 11th of March 

Another effective and successful sprint for the development team where the first major 

milestone was finished, making a complete transaction between the sales- and customer 

application.  

Hours worked by the team: 91.5 

Table 23: : Sprint backlog for sprint 8 

User Story Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
3 

Day 
4 

Day 
5 

Day 
6 

Total 

[17] I want to create new sales 
locations to  
categorize the usage of the 
system. 

Create API endpoint. 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Document and test endpoint. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Apply to the UI in management. 13 7 0 0 0 0 0 

[30] I want to be able to pay 
for products  
purchased at the sales 
location. 

Create UI for purchase. 15 11 11 1 1 1 0 

Apply communications 
functionality with BLE. 

20 20 20 13 13 13 0 
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[14] I want to notify the 
customer app with  
information regarding the 
status of a transaction. 

Send data to customer before 
calling the API. 

21.5 10.5 0 0 0 0 0 

On the success functionality. 12 12 12 0 0 0 0 

On failure functionality. 13 13 13 13 3 3 0 

[13] I want to be updated with 
information  
about the success of a 
transaction. 

Create API endpoint. 10 10 10 10 10 0 0 

Document and test endpoint. 6 6 6 6 2 0 0 

 

 

Image 40: Sprint burndown for sprint 8. 

Retrospective 

After considerable thought and by concurring with the projects supervisor the team 

decided that one-week sprints had too much overhead for such a short work week. As a 

result, the team decided that the next sprint would be two weeks long.  Furthermore, the 

group did another forecast method as the sprint capacity seemed to be quite far off from 

their initial thoughts. The team used a previously finished user story and its respective 

tasks to create a new story point estimate of 1.5 hours. As a result, the team ’s work hours 

was updated to 80, which means that team’s capacity was changed to 54 story points. 
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8.9 Sprint 9 

Date: 12th of March– 25th of March 

Another effective and successful sprint for the development team where the first major 

milestone was finished, making a complete transaction between the sales- and customer 

application.  

Hours worked by the team: 140 

Table 24: : Sprint backlog for sprint 9 

User story Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
4 

Day 
5 

Day 
7 

Day 
8 

Day 
9  

Day 
11 

Day 
12 

Remaining 

[21] I want to see the 
loyalty point status of all 
customers so that I can 
observe user behavior 
and grasp the scope of 
usage. 

Create API 
endpoint. 

12 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

Document and 
test endpoint. 

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Connect 
management to 
endpoint. 

5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

[25] I want to see all 
transactions made at my 
sales locations. 

Create API 
endpoint. 

9 5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Document and 
test endpoint. 

2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Apply to the UI 
in management. 

7 7 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

[26] I want to be able to 
filter transactions with 
respect to sales 
locations. 

Create API 
endpoint. 

11 11 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Document and 
test endpoint. 

3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Connect 
management to 
endpoint. 

5 5 5 4.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

[27] I want to be able to 
extensively filter 
transactions by e.g. 
amount and date. 

Create API 
endpoint. 

8 8 8 8 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Document and 
test endpoint. 

2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Apply to the UI 
in management. 

5 5 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 

[28] I want to get a list of 
all users and their 
transaction history. 

Create API 
endpoint. 

9 9 9 9 3 3 3 3 3 3 

Document and 
test endpoint. 

4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Connect the UI 
to the API 
endpoints. 

8 8 8 8 2 2 2 2 2 2 

[12] I want to receive 
transaction requests and 
see relevant information 
so that I know the 
amount being charged is 
correct. 

Create API 
endpoint. 

6 6 6 6 6 2 0 0 0 0 

Document and 
test endpoint. 

2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 

Apply to the UI 
in Sales app. 

10 10 10 10 10 10 0 0 0 0 

Apply to the UI 
in Customer 
app. 

10 10 10 10 10 10 4 0 0 0 

[8] I want to edit my 
personal information in 
case something was 
incorrectly entered during 
sign up. 

Create API 
endpoint. 

9 9 9 9 9 9 9 3 3 3 

Document and 
test endpoint. 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 0 0 

Apply to the UI 
in customer 
app. 

10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 8 4 2 

[11] I want to see 
transaction details with 
more information 
regarding loyalty 
rewarded and location of 
transaction. 

Create API 
endpoint. 

12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 8 0 

Document and 
test endpoint. 

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 0 

Apply to UI in 
customer app. 

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 0 
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Image 41: Sprint burndown for sprint 9. 

8.10 Sprint 10 

Date: 26th of March– 17th of April 

These three weeks, the developers had Easter holidays and final exams and therefore 

were unable to work at all. The team decided that the progress of the project was in a 

good place and as a result a small intermission. 

Hours worked by the team: 0 

Retrospective 

After the standstill of the project the team met up and discussed what the next four weeks 

would be like. The team had removed all other obstacles and could put all their efforts 

into finalizing the project. The team decided to back to the one-week sprints as the work 

week was increased from 40 hours to 160 hours. As a results, the teams capacity was 93 

story points. 
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8.11 Sprint 11 

Date: 18th of April– 25th of April 

Another milestone was completed in this sprint, the new and improved loyalty system 

was completed and as a result most of the requirements finished revolved around that 

ranking system. 

Hours worked by the team: 160 

Table 25: : Sprint backlog for sprint 11 

User story Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
3 

Day 
4  

Day 
5 

Day 
6 

Day 
7 

Remaining 

[21] I want to see the loyalty 
point status of all customers so 
that  
I can observe user behavior and 
grasp the scope of usage. 

Design the UI. 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Create API endpoint. 6 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Apply to the UI in 
management. 

2 2 0  0 0 0 0 

[25] I want to see all 
transactions made at my sales 
locations. 

Design the UI. 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Create API endpoint. 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Apply to the UI in 
management. 

2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

[26] I want to be able to filter 
transactions with respect to 
sales locations. 

Create state variables 
to hold onto  
which filtering is 
being applied. 

6 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Create API endpoint. 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Make the API call 
with the filtered data. 

3 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 

[27] I want to be able to 
extensively filter transactions by 
e.g. amount and date. 

Create API endpoint. 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 

[28] I want to get a list of all 
users and their transaction 
history. 

Design the UI. 4 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 

Create API endpoint. 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 

Connect the UI to the 
API endpoints. 

2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 

[3] I want to receive transaction 
requests and see relevant  
information so that I know the 
amount being charged is 
correct. 

Design the UI. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Establish connection 
to Blue Access. 

4 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Receive message 
from Blue Access. 

6 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Parse the information 
from Blue Access. 

4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 

Create an appropriate 
notification  
depending on the 
parsed message. 

19 19 19 19 14 7 0 0 

[8] I want to edit my personal 
information in case  
something was incorrectly 
entered during sign up. 

Design the UI. 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 

Create API endpoint. 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 

Apply to the UI in 
customer app. 

2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 

[11] I want to see transaction 
details with more information  
regarding loyalty rewarded and 
location of transaction. 

Design the UI. 4 4 4 0 0 0 0 0 

[31] I want to be able to create a 
new rank where I can  
personalize the name, 
benchmark and loyalty 
rewarded. 

Plan the best way to 
implement the UI. 

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Design the UI. 6 6 6 2 0 0 0 0 

Create the API 
functionality. 

5 5 5 2 0 0 0 0 

Create validation for 
name, benchmark 
loyalty percentage. 

2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 

Connect the UI to the 
API endpoints. 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

[51] I want to be able view how 
much loyalty I am 
rewarded if I were to shop at a 
sales location. 

Plan the best way to 
implement the UI. 

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Create the API 
functionality. 

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 0 

Connect the UI to the 
API endpoints. 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 

Design the UI. 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 

[52] I want to be able to view 
what loyalty rank I am in for a  
given company and what is the 
benchmark for the next rank. 

Connect the UI to the 
API endpoints. 

5 5 5 5 5 5 2 0 

Design the UI. 5 5 5 5 5 1 0 0 

[56] I want to be able to 
manually add points to a 
customer. 

Connect the UI to the 
API endpoint. 

2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Design the UI. 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

[53] I want to be able to get 
informative information  
on how exactly this loyalty 
system works. 

Design the UI. 6 6 6 6 6 6 0 0 

Create a generic 
popup modal. 

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 0 

Write informative 
information  
for each part of the 
system. 

1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
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Dynamically modify 
the information  
with respect to what 
screen the  
customer is  
viewing. 

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 

 

 

Image 42: Sprint burndown for sprint 11. 
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8.12 Sprint 12 

Date: 26th of April– 2nd of May 

This sprint was the second to last one and most of it went into preparation for the last 

standup meeting. The rest of the functional requirements were also completed before the 

code freeze.  

Hours worked by the team: 228.5 

Table 26: Sprint backlog for sprint 12 

User story Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
3 

Day 
4 

Day 
5 

Day 
6 

Total 

[55] I want to be able to 
update a  
customer to a custom 
rank. 

Database changes to support this. 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 

API endpoints to set a user to a 
custom rank. 

8 8 0 0 0 0 0 

Management UI to change user's 
rank. 

5 5 5 0 0 0 0 

[29] Encrypt data that goes 
through BLE. 

Research libraries to use. 3 3 0 0 0 0 0 

Install a library to encrypt data. 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Use the library to encrypt the data. 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 

[5] I want to add cards to 
my account to manage  
how payments are 
processed. 

API endpoints to add a card to 
user. 

8 4 2 2 0 0 0 

UI for update/create/delete a card. 14 10 6 2 0 0 0 

[9] I want to authorize 
payments with fingerprint  
sensor or facial recognition 
so I do not have to  
enter my pin each time. 

Research libraries to use and install 
them. 

7 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Fetch PIN from secure storage 
after authorizing using sensors. 

6 6 0 0 0 0 0 

Ask for PIN if no sensors are on the 
device. 

12 12 12 0 0 0 0 

Send the PIN to the sales for 
transaction API call. 

3 3 3 3 0 0 0 

[49] Reports and 
presentation for standup 
meeting three. 

User manuals/instructions. 13.5 13.5 13.5 13.5 12 0 0 

The report itself. 90 86 72 68 36 0 0 

Final standup meeting execution 
and retrospective. 

36 36 36 36 36 36 0 
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Image 43: Sprint burndown for sprint 12. 
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8.13 Sprint 13 

Date: 3rd of May – 10th of May 

This was the last week of development. The last requirements that were half completed, 

were finished, that includes two factor authentication for the customer application and 

modifying the password for a company administrator. The majority of the time was 

however spent finalizing the written handoffs and preparing the final presentation. 

Hours worked by the team: 191.5 hours 

Table 27: Sprint backlog for sprint 13 

User story Tasks 
Day 
1 

Day 
2 

Day 
3 

Day 
4 

Day 
5 

Day 
6 

Total 

[6] I want to manage my 
cards so that  
I can change my active 
card in case I need to. 

Create the API endpoint that 
updates the card. 

3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Create the UI and frontend 
functionality to modify the active 
card. 

3 3 0 0 0 0 0 

[26] I want to be able to 
change  
my password for increased 
security. 

Create the API endpoint. 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 

Design the UI. 5 5 0 0 0 0 0 

Add validation to incorrect 
password and handle appropriately. 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

[57] I want 2-factor 
authentication  
to better secure my 
account. 

Read the Twilio documentation. 7 3 2 0 0 0 0 

Research how to implement in Go. 10 6 6 2 0 0 0 

Get assigned a phone number from 
Memento. 

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Design the UI. 7 4 2 0 0 0 0 

Create the API endpoint. 7 4 1 0 0 0 0 

[50] Reports and 
presentation for final hand 
in. 

Re-design and update the tables. 7 7 7 7 7 7 0 

Add user groups. 6 6 0 0 0 0 0 

Update images in user handbook. 10 10 10 5 5 0 0 

Read, improve and add what is 
missing. 

75.5 70 60 45 30 0 0 

Prepare presentation. 47 47 42 38 32 16 0 
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Image 44: Sprint burndown for sprint 13. 
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9 Project Summary 

In this section, a summary of the story points and hours for the entire project can be 

seen.  The section starts off with a burndown chart for the entire project. Following that, 

a summary of how many hours each individual team member delivered in each sprint and 

finally, there is a summary on how the total hours were distributed with respect to 

programming, design, planning and documentation. 

9.1 Release Burndown 

Below is a burndown chart that shows the development team progress throughout the 

thirteen sprints.  

 

Image 45: Release burndown graph 
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9.2 Work hours summary 

Table 29 shows the working hours for each developer, both for each sprint and overall. 

Table 28: Hours worked in each sprint 

Sprint Gunnar Sigurður Steinar Sverrir Total 

1&2 20 16 15 16 67 

3 28 18 18 17 77 

4 40.5 10 9.5 7.5 75.5 

5 6.5 9.5 7 10.5 33.5 

6 22 24 19 17 82 

7 34 28 27.5 21.5 111 

8 50.5 23 27 28 91.5 

9 28.5 46 32 42.5 149 

10 0 0 0 0 0 

11 31 48 36 35 160 

12 57 53 54.5 64 133.25 

13 49.5 59 68.5 48.5 225.5 

Total 367.5 334.5 314 307.5 1323.5 
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9.3 Work hours distribution 

Below is a pie chart describing the distribution of worked hours with the main aspect of 

the development process; programming, planning, design, and documentation. 

 

Image 46: Work type distribution 
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10  Conclusion 

This final section consists of a complete retrospective of the development process. To 

begin with, the successes and failures of the project will be looked into. Following that 

the future development and vision for the system will be discussed and the section will 

end on final words from the development team. 

10.1 Retrospective 

10.1.1  Successes 

Giving a complete list of the project's successes is by no means a trivial task. But some 

of the things that went well are worth noting. 

1. Teamwork 

The team did have experience with working together from previous assignments but 

nothing of this scale. The collaboration was excellent from the very start and remained 

so throughout the process. Everyone was always willing to give an opinion and ask for 

one when in doubt.  

2. Sticking to the schedule 

From the beginning, it was clear that the scale of the project was substantial. That meant 

a strict schedule with deadlines of what mattered. This was not an easy task due to 

learning curves and workload in other courses. The schedule was however maintained 

very well, and the final product turned out better than initially anticipated. 

3. UX/UI 

The team is very pleased with the UX/UI of the front-end components.  
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10.1.2  Failures 

There are not many aspects of the project that can be considered failures. A few can, 

however, be mentioned. 

1. Specialization 

As mentioned earlier, the project introduced many frameworks, languages, challenges 

and with them the opportunity to learn new things. The team intended to shake things up 

more concerning who worked on which unit of the project. The steep learning curve, 

however, resulted in less jumping between roles than planned. Of course, there was some 

mixing of roles involved, but less than the team wanted. 

2. Getting the product in front of the user 

It is crucial to get feedback early on from the user groups. The limited time frame and the 

scale of the project resulted in no prototyping or UX/UI testing of the customer 

application. Using the customer app is rather self-explanatory and helpful tooltips are 

available when needed so this is not a big concern. 

3. Organizing tools 

Initially, Slack and the Scrum functionality of Visual Studio Team Services were to be used 

heavily for communication and planning. Messenger and real-life communication turned 

out to be the preferred approach, with the team falling back to using Trello during the final 

stages of the project and the report. Story points, their breakdowns, and the product 

backlog were despite this mostly kept within the realm of VSTS. This is understandable 

as having steep learning curves in all aspects of a project is very tiring, and there was no 

room for change on other fronts. 
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10.2 Future vision 

The system, as it currently stands, is quite complicated and extensive; however,  there are 

a lot of possibilities for expansion for future developers.  

The first of which and perhaps the most important is the security aspect of the system. 

The API needs to have SSL implemented if this is to be a product that companies desire 

to use and therefore it is worth allocating even more time that has been done to that vital 

feature. The payments through Bluetooth also need added encryption as the information 

being sent between devices is something customers would not want jeopardized by man 

in the middle attacks. 

Secondly, the management interface has virtually endless potential for growth. Adding 

features such as an informative dashboard with graphs and statistics on the company 

status would add considerable value to the system. Furthermore, utilizing information the 

system already has, could give informative data regarding consumer patterns which 

companies could use to their advantage. Cutting-edge technologies such as machine 

learning could be used to map the data to consumer patterns. 

Of course, communication with companies such as Borgun or Valitor would be necessary 

for the system to be functional with regards to charging linked credit cards. It was 

however decided early that the project would not be taken further down that path. It would, 

however, be relatively easy to add communication to a payment provider. 

The customer application also has room for improvement and added features. An 

obvious improvement would be to allow multiple cards to be connected to each account 

and edit personal information in the app. More substantial features could be adding more 

informative transaction information such as date, location and what was purchased.  

Finally, the sales application could be made completely obsolete by integrating point-of-

sale systems such as Microsoft Navision and have them communicate with the Blue 

Access reader. 
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10.3 Final words 

Looking back, the team is extremely satisfied with what was accomplished and the 

software that was created. Not only was this project very challenging but very entertaining 

as well. The learning curve was gigantic; Go for the API, React and React Native for the 

front-ends, native iOS programming (both in Objective-C and Swift), and communication 

over Bluetooth along with a lot of smaller humps along the way. But having to take on so 

many new and challenging obstacles provided the entire team with an extensive 

knowledge of the tools used. Most assignments leading up to this final project have had 

a concise time frame and a limited scope. Working on something bigger for an extended 

period provided beneficial and exciting insight into software development in general. 

Three years of extensive learning about the many different components of software 

development and computer science were very well summed up in this final project. 
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12  Appendices 

12.1  Appendix A - The original implementation of the loyalty system 

Initially, a different loyalty system was implemented that was much simpler than the one 

described in the report. There, companies only specified one percentage that was 

rewarded after each payment. It was decided to make things a bit more interesting and 

to discard those things previously implemented. 

12.2 Appendix B – Original front-end prototypes 

The content of this section was created in the initial stages of the project. It displays the 

early stage prototypes of the sales app, customer app and the management web 

interface.  

12.2.1  Sales application 

 

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Image 47: Login Image 48: Email screen 

Image 49: Password screen Image 50: Sales location list 
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Image 51: Default price screen        Image 52: Payment went through 

   

12.2.2  Customer application 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 53: Customer login Image 54: Home screen 
Image 55: Loyalty list 

Image 56: Transaction list 
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12.2.3  Management web interface 

 

Image 57: Dashboard 

 

 

Image 58: Statistics 
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Image 59: Loyalty settings 

 

 

Image 60: Branch settings 

 

 


